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Expressions for the yield of electron-positron pairs, their energy spectra, and production rates have been
obtained in the interaction of multi-kJ pulses of high-intensity laser light interacting with solid targets. The
Bethe-Heitler conversion of hard x-ray bremsstrahlung �D. A. Gryaznykh, Y. Z. Kandiev, and V. A. Lykov,
JETP Lett. 67, 257 �1998�; K. Nakashima and H. Takabe, Phys. Plasmas 9, 1505 �2002�� is shown to dominate
over direct production �trident process� �E. P. Liang, S. C. Wilks, and M. Tabak, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 4887
�1998��. The yields and production rates have been optimized as a function of incident laser intensity by the
choice of target material and dimensions, indicating that up to 5�1011 pairs can be produced on the OMEGA
EP laser system �L. J. Waxer et al., Opt. Photonics News 16, 30 �2005��. The corresponding production rates
are high enough to make possible the creation of a pair plasma.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The creation of a relativistically hot electron-positron
plasma in the laboratory is an ambitious experimental chal-
lenge that has yet to be realized. Electron-positron pair plas-
mas are theoretically interesting because of the mass symme-
try between the plasma components. For example, this
symmetry results in the absence of both acoustic modes and
Faraday rotation �1,2�. Waves and instabilities in electron-
positron plasmas differ significantly from asymmetric
electron-ion plasmas and have been discussed theoretically
in Refs. �1,2�. Electron-positron plasmas are important in
astrophysical settings �3�; new insights into astrophysical
phenomena such as black holes, pulsar magnetospheres, ac-
tive galactic nuclei, bipolar outflows �jets�, and gamma-ray
bursts may be gained by appropriate laboratory investiga-
tions �4�.

The main difficulty in creating an electron-positron
plasma arises because terrestrial positron sources are typi-
cally very weak; e.g., source rates of 106 positrons s−1 are
obtained using radioactive sources �5,6� and �108 to 109� pos-
itrons s−1 using accelerator-based sources �7�. To date, clas-
sical single-component positron-plasma charge clouds have
been created and confined, with cloud sizes slightly exceed-
ing the Debye length, by storing and cooling positrons cre-
ated through radioactive decay in electrostatic Penning traps
�5,6,8�. However, Penning traps cannot simultaneously con-
fine significant numbers of both positive and negative spe-
cies �2�. In principle, the simultaneous confinement of elec-
trons and positrons in non-neutral stellerators �9� or mirror
machines �10� appears possible, but it has yet to be achieved.
An alternative to the above schemes is proposed that uses
ultraintense laser pulses as an intense positron source
�11–17�. The first step toward producing a pair plasma is to

optimize the pair-production rate. Calculations in this paper
indicate that source rates approaching 1024 positrons s−1 are
attainable with the generation of petawatt laser systems ei-
ther recently completed, such as OMEGA EP �18�, or cur-
rently under construction, e.g., the Advanced Radiographic
Capability of the National Ignition Facility �NIF-ARC� �19�.
Such source rates are shown to be high enough that the den-
sity of pairs approaches that required for the formation of a
pair plasma.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents cal-
culations of the direct and indirect yields as a function of
laser intensity and target geometry. Section III presents an
analysis of the results, optimizing the yields, and the produc-
tion rates; it also contains an estimate for the likelihood of
pair-plasma production. Finally, Sec. IV presents a summary.

II. CALCULATION OF POSITRON YIELDS IN
LASER-TARGET INTERACTIONS

High-energy petawatt lasers, such as the recently com-
pleted OMEGA EP laser facility at the Laboratory for Laser
Energetics �18�, deliver kilojoules of laser energy at focused
laser intensities of I0�1020 W /cm2. Such intensities are still
several orders of magnitude below the level required to cre-
ate electron-positron pairs from the vacuum �20–22�. How-
ever, laser-matter interaction at intensities I0�1018 W /cm2

efficiently produces hot electrons with characteristic energies
in the MeV range �23�, which may be approximated by the
ponderomotive �Wilks� scaling for the hot-electron “tem-
perature” �24�

�hot = 0.511��1 + I18��m
2 /1.37�1/2 − 1� MeV, �1�

where I18 is the laser intensity in units of 1018 W /cm2, and
��m is the laser wavelength in �m �=1.053 �m for OMEGA
EP�. This scaling predicts temperatures ranging from �hot
�1 MeV at IL=1�1019 W /cm2 to �hot�15 MeV at IL
=1�1021 W /cm2. Electrons with kinetic energies exceed-
ing the threshold value Tth,e�2mec

2=1.022 MeV �neglect-
ing the small correction due to recoil of the nucleus� have a
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finite probability of creating an electron-positron pair in mat-
ter. A significant uncertainty exists in the scaling of hot-
electron temperature with laser intensity. An alternative scal-
ing, the so-called Beg scaling �25�, has been proposed �hot
=0.46�I19��m

2 �1/3 MeV, which seems to give better agree-
ment with a certain class of high-contrast experiments �26�.
The Beg scaling predicts significantly lower temperatures for
a given laser intensity leading to less favorable pair-
production rates.

Several mechanisms lead to the production of pairs. Pairs
can be created directly �trident process� by energetic elec-
trons interacting with the Coulomb field of the atomic
nucleus �or with the field of an atomic electron� or pairs can
be created indirectly. Indirect production first requires the
production of a bremsstrahlung photon followed by pair pro-
duction by the photon in the nuclear �or atomic electron�
field �photopair production�. The reaction rate for direct pro-
duction in the nuclear �electron� field is on the order of
Z2nhotni�

2�nhotne�
2�, while bremsstrahlung is on the order of

Z2nhotni� and pair production is Z2n�ni�. Here, ��1 /137 is
the fine-structure constant, Z is the atomic number, and nhot,
ni, ne, and n� are the hot electron, atomic, atomic-electron,
and photon number densities, respectively. Two-photon pair
production is the lowest-order process in � �zeroth�, but it
can be ignored because the �bremsstrahlung� photon density
is on the orders of magnitude lower than the hot-electron
number density. The reverse of this process �pair annihila-
tion� is expected to occur and will provide a characteristic
annihilation radiation signature of back-to-back photons at
�511 keV, which can be used to diagnose the presence of
pairs �27,28�.

The ratio of the cross sections for direct and photoproduc-
tion, with energy dependence, has been given in Ref. �29�,

	T

	�→e+e−
=

�



�log� E0

mec
2	log� E0

2.137mec
2Z−1/3	

+
1

3
log2�2.137Z−1/3�
 , �2�

where E0 is the total energy of the incident electron �photons
are assumed to have the same energy�, me is the electron
mass, and c is the speed of light. From this expression, it can
be seen that pair production is more efficient �at 5 MeV, the
ratio is 	T /	�→e+e− =0.017�, but there is an additional ineffi-
ciency associated with first creating the hard bremsstrahlung
photons. In Secs. II A and II B below, the efficiencies of each
process are carefully computed. The cross sections �per
atom� for both direct production 	T and photon pair produc-
tion 	�→e+e− are proportional to Z2. The production efficiency
will be greatest using a target material which optimizes the
product of Z2 and the atomic number density ni. In this paper,
we assume the target to be Au �Z=79�, which is close to
optimal �Z2ni=Z2�NA /A�3.66�1026 cm−3�, where A is the
atomic weight, � is the mass density, and NA is the Avogadro
number.

As an aside, the threshold kinetic energy for the produc-
tion of muons is Tth,�=212 MeV and Tth,
�280 MeV for
pions �30�. It is unlikely that muons or pions can be created

with any significant efficiency with the current generation of
petawatt-class lasers.

A. Direct pair production by electrons (Trident production)

Trident production �29,31–33� of electron-positron pairs
by fast electrons colliding with the Coulomb field of an
atomic nucleus has been approximated either by the Bhabha
cross section �29� or various forms valid at high energy �34�.
The Bhabha cross section is not entirely satisfactory since
the uncertainties over the range of electron energies consid-
ered here �ranging roughly from threshold to a few tens of
MeV� are hard to determine �11�. More recently Gryaznykh
�35� numerically evaluated the integrals arising from the
three lowest-order diagrams that have been computed by
Ba�er and Fadin �36�. Reference �35� provides a fitting for-
mula for the total cross section 	T that is valid from thresh-
old to �100 MeV,

	T = 5.22Z2 log3�2.30 + T0�MeV�
3.52


 �b, �3�

together with limiting forms near threshold

	T =
7Z2r0

2�2

2304

�T0 − 2mec
2�3

�mec�3 �4�

and at high energies

	T =
28
Z2r0

2�2

27
log3� T0

mec
2	 . �5�

Here, T0 is the kinetic energy of the incident electron, r0
�e2 /mec

2=2.82�10−13 cm2 is the classical electron radius,
and e is the elementary charge. In an infinite target, the tri-
dent yield Y+,T can be computed for a given probability dis-
tribution of incident electron kinetic energies f0�T0� by inte-
grating along the electron path, running down in kinetic
energy from the initial value T0 assuming the continuous
slowing-down approximation �CSDA�,

Y+,T = �rNe�
0



dT0f0�T0��
0

T0

dTni	T�T�dT

ds
−1

= �rNe�
0



dT0f0�T0��
0

s�T0�

ds�ni	T�T�T0,s��� . �6�

Here Ne is the total number of hot electrons, s� is the path-
length variable for an electron of initial kinetic energy T0 of
CSDA range s�T0�, and �r=1. The yield in a thin target,
significantly thinner than the hot-electron practical range,
can be estimated by introducing the “refluxing efficiency”
�r�1 �37�. The refluxing efficiency represents the fraction
of hot electrons that are trapped by the space charge of the
target relative to the total number, which can be close to
unity for a range of target interaction conditions �37,38�. The
electron stopping power −�dT /ds� from which T�T0 ,s�=T0
+�0

sds��dT /ds�� is computed has been taken from Ref. �39�.
The yield computed according to Eq. �6� per kJ of hot

electrons is shown as the dashed line in Fig. 1 for a range of
hot-electron temperatures, perfect refluxing efficiency �r=1,
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and an exponential hot-electron energy distribution function
f0�T0�= �1 /�hot�exp�−T0 /�hot�. The average positron kinetic

energy T̄+ for an incident electron of energy T0 is calculated

by the formula T̄+=T0�1 /3−b log�T0 / �3mec
2��� �35�. The di-

mensionless parameter b�=0.056 5� has been found in Ref.
�35� by fitting to the results of numerical computation of the
integrals. The average positron energy produced for a distri-
bution of hot electrons f0�T0� can be estimated by

�T+�T = �
0



dT0f0�T0�
1

��T0��0

s�T0�

ds�T̄+

��T�T0,s���	T�T�T0,s��� , �7�

where ��T0���0
s�T0�ds�	T.

B. Photopair production

1. Hard x-ray production

To compute the indirect yield, the hard component of the
bremsstrahlung must first be calculated. This can be esti-
mated using the Bethe-Heitler cross section �40�

	��E0,k�dk = Z2r0
2�

dk

kE0
2��E0

2 + E2���1��� −
4

3
log Z


−
2

3
EE0��2��� −

4

3
log Z
� . �8�

This represents the cross section for an incident electron
of total energy E0= �T0+mec

2� to produce a bremsstrahlung
photon, in the field of an atomic nucleus, with energy be-
tween k and k+dk �the scattered electron has energy E=E0
−k�. The screening factors �1��� and �2��� have their usual
definitions �41�, with the screening parameter � given by
�=100mec

2k / �E0EZ1/3�.
The photon energy spectrum, differential in photon en-

ergy, produced by electrons with an initial energy spectrum
f0�T0� that run down their energy completely in the target is
given by

N��k�dk = ��rNe��
0



dT0f0�T0��
0

T0

dTni	��E,k�dkdT

ds
−1

,

=��rNe��
0



dT0f0�T0��
0

s�T0�

ds�ni	��E�E0,s��,k�dk . �9�

The energy contained in bremsstrahlung photons �� may be
computed by multiplying Eq. �9� by photon energy k and
integrating to give

��,�0,�� = ��rNe��
0



dT0f0�T0�T0Y�0,���T0� , �10�

where Y�0,�� has the definition

Y�0,���T0� �
ni

T0
�

0

s�T0�

ds��
�0,2mc2�



dkk	��E�T0,s��,k� .

�11�

In the above definitions of �� and Y, the symbol “0” or “�”
in the subscript indicates whether the photon energy k in the
k integration is either unrestricted or restricted to be greater
than the threshold for pair production k�2mec

2

�=1.022 MeV�, respectively. The quantity Y0 is the usual
“radiation yield” �39�. This is the fraction of an incident
electron’s kinetic energy T0 that is converted into radiation as
the electron thermalizes within an infinite medium of a given
material. Likewise, Y� measures the fraction of this energy
that is above threshold for pair production. For convenience,
the “bremsstrahlung efficiency” ��,�0,�����,�0,�� / �Ne�hot�
has been introduced. It is defined as the ratio of bremsstrah-
lung energy to hot-electron kinetic energy for hot electrons
described by the probability distribution f0�T0�.

Figure 2 shows a plot of the bremsstrahlung efficiency
��,0, radiation yield Y0, and a comparison with the Koch and
Motz scaling �40�, �Y0�K−M =3�10−4ZT0 / �1+3�10−4ZT0�,
where T0 is the electron kinetic energy in mass units T0

1
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1012

1013

10
Θhot (MeV)

Y +
pe
rk
J

100

200 �m
100 �m
50 �m
20 �m
10 �m

FIG. 1. �Color online� The solid �blue� curves show the photo-
produced positron yield �number of pairs per kJ of hot electrons� as
a function of hot-electron temperature �in MeV� for targets of thick-
ness ranging from 10 �m to 200 �m. The dashed �red� curve
shows the direct �trident� yield from Eq. �6�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Solid �blue� curves show the bremsstrah-
lung efficiency ��,0���,0 / �Ne�hot� and bremsstrahlung efficiency
above threshold ��,�, as a function of hot-electron temperature
from Eq. �10�. The dashed �red� curves show the radiation yield Y0

and radiation yield above threshold Y� �Eq. �11�� as a function of
electron kinetic energy. The dotted curve is the Koch and Motz
thick-target bremsstrahlung scaling �40�.
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�T0 /mec
2. The quantities ��,� and Y� are also shown. In

these calculations, the best-available tabulated differential
bremsstrahlung cross sections have been used �from Ref.
�42�.� rather than the Bethe-Heitler expression �Eq. �8��.

Two important loss mechanisms preclude the extraction
of an amount of bremsstrahlung energy equal to the radiation
yield in practical laser-foil interaction experiments. These are
�a� the escape of high-energy electrons from the foil �i.e.,
�r�1� and �b� the self-absorption of a portion of the brems-
strahlung generated in the foil. However, in this application
self-absorption is desired—the dominant contribution to the
attenuation coefficient being pair production for photon en-
ergies �5 MeV �43�. High refluxing efficiency �r�1 is ob-
served in experiments conducted at laser energies EL

�500 J �38,44�. Experiments are planned to test the ex-
trapolation to kJ laser energies �38�. Another potentially im-
portant consideration for higher target energy densities is the
target expansion due to the hot-electron pressure �45�. This
represents an additional energy sink for the hot electrons.

2. Pair production

If the bremsstrahlung energy spectrum N��k� is known,
either experimentally �23� or as computed by Eq. �9�, the
resulting photopair yield is readily computed assuming isot-
ropy and homogeneity of the bremsstrahlung emission. In a
foil where Compton scattering is negligible, the number of
photoproduced positrons in the �total� energy range E+
+dE+ produced in a foil of thickness d is given by

Ne+�E+�dE+ =
NA

A
�

0



dk� d���
0

d

�dt��
0

t

ds
1

�cos ��
n�

−�k,t,��exp�− ��k�
�t − s�
�cos ��


+ �
t

d

ds
1

�cos ��
n�

+�k,t,��exp�− ��k�
�s − t�
�cos ��
��	�→e+e−�k,E+�dE+, �12�

where E+ is the �total� positron energy and ��k�=ni	tot�k� is
the linear attenuation coefficient for x-rays of energy k �46�.
The total cross section 	tot has contributions from coherent
and incoherent Compton scattering, photoelectric absorption,
pair production, and photonuclear absorption 	tot=	scat
+	p−e+	�→e+e− +	p−n. For photon energies k�5 MeV, pair
production dominates, while close to threshold k�1 MeV,
pair production competes with Compton scattering 	�→e+e−

�	scat. In gold at solid density, the Compton-scattering cross
section 	scat�10 barns translates into a probability of �0.06
scattering events mm−1. Since it will be verified a posteriori
that optimal target thicknesses will not exceed the millimeter
scale, the assumptions leading to Eq. �12� are justified. In Eq.
�12�, a new quantity n�

��k , t ,��dkdtd� has been introduced.
It represents the number of photons of energy between k and
k+dk that are born with a propagation direction falling into
the solid angle between � and �+d�, originating at a depth
between t and t+dt in the target, and propagating in the
forward/backward �+ /−� direction. The simplifying assump-
tion that bremsstrahlung photons are isotropic and produced
homogeneously throughout the foil volume, perhaps as a re-
sult of hot-electron refluxing �38,44�, allows n�

� to be written
simply in terms of N��k�, i.e., n�

��k , t ,��dkdtd�
=1 /2N��k�dk�dt /d��d� /2
�H�� cos����, where H is the
Heaviside step function. Equation �12� becomes

Ne+�E+�dE+ =
NA

A
�

0



dkN��k�	�→e+e−�k,E+�dE+� d�

4

��L�ef f ,

�13�

where ��L�ef f is an “effective depth” in the target �in g /cm2�,
for photons of energy k with birth angle �. This can be writ-

ten as the product of the average depth absent attenuation
�d / �2�cos ��� and an attenuation correcting factor C,

��L�ef f =
�d

2�cos ��
C� ��k�d

�cos ��	 , �14�

where C�w�=2 /w2�exp�−w�− �1−w��. This correction factor
ranges from unity, when attenuation along the path w is
small, to C�2�cos �� / ��d� when the attenuation is large,
giving ��L�ef f �� /�. For solid-density gold, � /�
= �19.3��0.79�=15.3 g /cm2 at threshold photon energy
�k=1.022 MeV�. The angle-average effective depth for pho-
tons of energy k required by Eq. �13� becomes

��L�� �
1

4

� d���L�ef f , �15�

=�d�
0

1

dx min� 1

2x
C��d

x
	,

r

d
� . �16�

The replacement of ��L�ef f by ��L�ef f →min���L�ef f ,�r�
takes the effect of finite target radius r �transverse dimen-
sions� into account. The integral in Eq. �16� can be readily
performed, yielding

��L�� =
1

2

�

�
�1 + �1 −

1

�d
	�1 − e−�d� − �dEi�− �d�


−
x�

2

�

�
�1 + �1 −

x�

�d
	�1 − e−�d/x�

� −
�d

x�
Ei�−

�d

x� 	

+ x��r , �17�

where Ei�x� is the “exponential integral” �47� and x� is given
by the solution to x� / ��d��1−e−�d/x��=1−�r, if r�1 /�, or
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x�=0 otherwise. In the case of most interest to experiment
that of weak attenuation d�r�1 /�, Eq. �17� can be ap-
proximated as

��L�� �
�d

2
log�2.516

�d
	, �d � 1, �r � 1 �18�

��L�� �
�d

2
log�5.437

r

d
	, �d � 1, �r � 1. �19�

In the case of strong attenuation, Eq. �17� can be approxi-
mated as

��L�� �
�

�
, �d � 1,r � d/2. �20�

Intermediate cases �d�1 and �r�1 require the numerical
evaluation of Eq. �17�. The origin of the logarithmic depen-
dence on either foil radius r or absorption 1 /� in Eqs. �18�
and �19� is because these serve to regularize the otherwise
logarithmically divergent integral �Eq. �16��.

With the above results, the positron energy spectrum is
given by

Ne+�E+�dE+ =
NA

A
�

0



dkN��k�	�→e+e−�k,E+�dE+��L��,

�21�

and the total photoproduced positron yield is given by Y+,�

=�mc2
 Ne+�E+�dE+. The yield can be computed directly from

the total pair cross section 	�→e+e−�k�=�dE+	�→e+e−�k ,E+�
�the tabulated total cross section is more readily available�
according to

Y+,� =
NA

A
�

0



dkN��k�	�→e+e−�k���L��. �22�

In Eq. �21�, the bremsstrahlung spectrum N��k� is given
by Eq. �9� and the angle-average effective depth ��L�� by
Eq. �17�, while the differential pair cross section �42�
	�→e+e−�k ,E+� is obtained from the bremsstrahlung cross
section �Eq. �8��. This is achieved by making the substitution
E0→−E+, E→E−, k→−k, and multiplying by E+

2dE+ / �k2dk�
to take care of the change in density of final states �general
substitution rule �48��, where E− is the energy of the pair
electron. In general, this expression for the cross section is
accurate only for high energies, so we normalize this differ-
ential expression to yield a total cross section 	�→e+e−�k� that
agrees with those tabulated by Hubbell et al. �43�. The total
cross sections of Hubbell et al. represent the most recent
systematic computations and tabulations. The same reference
provides the mass attenuation coefficient.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE POSITRON-YIELD
CALCULATIONS

A. Dependence of positron yield and positron spectrum on
interaction conditions

Figure 1 shows the photoproduced positron yield Y+,� per
kilojoule of hot-electron energy as a function of hot-electron

temperature for foil thicknesses ranging between 10 and
200 �m and a radius r of r=1 mm. Photoproduced pairs
dominate over trident pairs for targets of thickness
d�20 �m for hot-electron temperatures 0.5��hot
�100 MeV. For pair production in “showers” �30�, it is
known that the production by virtual photons becomes neg-
ligible compared with production by real photons if the tar-
get thickness is much more than 1/25 of a radiation length
�i.e., for d�135 �m in Au�. Hot-electron refluxing is re-
sponsible for the dominance of photoproduced pairs in
thinner-than-expected targets. Refluxing leads to higher pho-
ton production for a given foil thickness, i.e., it is the differ-
ence between thin- and thick-target bremsstrahlung yields
�38,44�.

Figure 3 shows the average positron kinetic energy �T+��

and the average hot-electron kinetic energy �hot as a func-
tion of laser intensity IL. In Fig. 3, the hot-electron tempera-
ture corresponding to a particular laser intensity has been
determined by two different scalings: the ponderomotive
scaling �Eq. �1�� and the Beg intensity scaling �25�. Unlike
transformed Eq. �8�, the cross section 	�→e+e− is asymmetric
in the energy distribution of the pair for high-Z elements near
threshold �41�. Accounting for this effect would lead to a
slightly higher positron temperature by an amount on the
order of the binding energy, which is considered to be neg-
ligible.

For a fixed target thickness, the pair-creation efficiency
�Fig. 1� increases with hot-electron temperature, with ener-
getic efficiencies of Ee+ /Ehot�1.6�10−4 achieved for �hot
�2 MeV. The optimal hot-electron temperature for the cre-
ation of pairs by the Bethe-Heitler process is ��hot�opt
�50 MeV, corresponding to an optimal laser intensity of
�IL�opt�1022 W /cm2, based on the ponderomotive scaling
or �IL�opt�1025 W /cm2 for the Beg scaling. This enormous
variation in optimal laser intensity reflects the degree of un-
certainty of the hot-electron temperature scaling with laser
intensity in the regime IL�1021 W /cm2. The scalings used
in Fig. 3 have been extrapolated beyond the tested regime
1018� IL�1021 W /cm2. The Beg scaling, which predicts far
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Θhot

Θhot
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The solid �black� curves show the hot-
electron temperature �upper curve� and mean positron kinetic en-
ergy �T+�� �lower curve�, resulting from the energy spectrum com-
puted in Eq. �21� as a function of laser intensity, assuming the
ponderomotive scaling. The dashed �blue� curves show the same
quantities but for Beg intensity scaling.
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fewer energetic electrons, was originally based on experi-
ments in the intensity range IL�1019 W /cm2 �25�. For
higher hot-electron temperatures �hot�50 MeV, the posi-
tron production efficiency Y+,� expressed per kJ of hot-
electron energy decreases �Ehot=Ne�hot is the energy content
of the hot electrons� because the bremsstrahlung spectrum
becomes too hard. The pair-production cross section has a
very weak energy dependence above photon energies of
k�10 MeV and, as far as maximizing the number of pairs is
concerned, it is more efficient to have two photons at half the
energy.

For a given laser intensity and small x-ray attenuation �d,
the production efficiency increases with target thickness by
Eq. �18� or by Eq. �19�, depending on the ratio of the target
radius to the photon linear attenuation length �r. For �d
�1, the efficiency is independent of target thickness and
Y+,��� /��dkN��k�	�→e+e−�k�. The attenuation length varies
weakly over the photon energy range of 1�k�100 MeV
and has the approximate value 1 /��0.8 cm.

B. Optimized useful positron yield

The long-term goal of this work is to create a pair plasma
in the space surrounding the foil target where one can make
experiments and not in its interior. The “useful” pair yield
�i.e., the number of pairs able to escape the target per kJ of
hot-electron energy� must be optimized. For a given laser
intensity, it might seem that the target should be made as
thick as possible, up to an x-ray attenuation length d�1 /�
�0.8 cm. The target thickness is more tightly constrained,
however, since only positrons within a range r0�E+� of the
surface will be able to escape and the positron range is typi-
cally much less than the x-ray attenuation length r0�1 /�.
The optimal target thickness d=dopt��T+�� is a function of the
positron energy determined by the hot-electron spectrum and
depends on the scaling of the hot-electron temperature with
laser intensity. Unfortunately, the latter represents a source of
considerable uncertainty because such scalings are impre-
cisely known and are extrapolated from significantly smaller
laser systems EL�500 J.

Figure 4 shows an estimate for the optimal target thick-

ness dopt as a function of average positron energy �T+�. Taken
with Fig. 3, Fig. 4 allows a quick look up of the optimal
target thickness for a given incident laser intensity. This es-
timate has been obtained by setting the target thickness d
equal to the thickness that is known, experimentally, to trans-
mit only 50% of a normally incident monoenergetic electron
beam of energy T, where T is set to the average positron
energy T= �T+�. This thickness is substantially less than the
CSDA range due to the path-length straggling caused by
multiple scattering of electrons �and positrons� in the Cou-
lomb field of high-Z nuclei �such as Au�. This calculation
provides a useful “rule of thumb” that will be refined by
future detailed Monte Carlo modeling for a more precise
optimization. For a given thickness d, the transmission
Tr�T ,Z ,d� is computed from the “empirical transmission
equation” Tr�T ,Z ,d�=exp�−��d /Rex��� of Ebert et al. �49�,
where T is the incident electron energy �the differences be-
tween electron and positron stopping and scattering in matter
are neglected�. The “extrapolated range” Rex is approximated
by Rex=0.565�125 / �Z+112��T−0.423�175 / �Z
+162�� g /cm2, where �= �1−1 /��1−� and the parameter �
is given by �= �387T /Z�1+7.5�10−5ZT2��0.25, with T in
MeV. The regime of validity for this expression for
Tr�T ,Z ,d� has been expanded from 4 MeV�T�12 MeV
�49�, to T�0.25 MeV by using the extrapolated ranges of
Tabata et al. �50� in the regime 0.25 MeV�T�4 MeV.

Figure 5 shows the “optimized useful yield” as a function
of laser intensity for both Beg and ponderomotive scalings. It
is apparent that at intensities of IL�5�1019 W /cm2 �51�,
there is an uncertainty in the pair yield of almost two orders
of magnitude. This is a result of the strong temperature de-
pendence of the yield for electron temperatures close to the
threshold for pair production �hot�1 MeV and the current
uncertainty in hot-electron energy scaling with laser inten-
sity. At IL=5�1019 W /cm2, the Beg scaling predicts a hot-
electron temperature of �hot�0.8 MeV and an optimized
yield of Y+,�=1.5�1010 pairs per kJ of hot electrons
achieved with a foil of thickness d=40 �m. At the same
laser intensity, the ponderomotive scaling predicts Thot
=2.5 MeV and a yield of Y+,�=1�1012 per kJ at d
=200 �m. This extreme sensitivity will make measurements
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The solid �red� curve shows an estimate
for the optimal target thickness dopt in �m as a function of average
positron energy �T+� in MeV �positron energy is shown as a func-
tion of incident laser intensity in Fig. 3�.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� The solid �red� curve shows the optimum
pair yield per kJ of hot electrons Y+,� / �Ne�hot� as a function of
incident laser intensity IL, assuming ponderomotive scaling. The
dashed �blue� curve shows the same quantity but for Beg intensity
scaling.
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of the pair yield a good diagnostic for hot-electron tempera-
ture in the regime of importance for advanced inertial con-
finement fusion designs such as fast ignition �52,53�.

A reasonable upper bound for the optimized pair yield on
OMEGA EP and similar future laser systems can be deter-
mined. Assuming the ponderomotive scaling �Eq. �1��, which
is more consistent with experiments with significant pre-
plasma �26�, a laser energy of EL=2.5 kJ delivered at an
intensity of IL=5�1019 W /cm2, a hot-electron conversion
efficiency of �L→e=0.2 �54� and perfect refluxing efficiency
�r=1 �38,44,54�, the expected yield is Y+,�=5�1011 pairs.
This corresponds to 0.4�1010 pairs per steradian, assuming
isotropic emission.

C. Optimized pair-production rates

The pair-production rate Ẏ+,� is estimated by Ẏ+,�
�Y+,� /��, where �� is the characteristic production time.
Here, �� is approximated by the “slowing time” �s. This is
the time required for the initial hot-electron distribution f0�T�
to slow down so that the relative fraction of particles above
threshold ���t���Tth,e

 dTf�T , t� /�Tth,e

 dTf0�T� has fallen by
1 /e, i.e., ������=1 /e. The slowing-down distribution at time
t, f�T , t�, is computed according to the CSDA approximation
f�T , t�= f0�T+�T�, where �T=−c�t0

t dt��T��dT /ds�, �= �1
−1 /�2�1/2, and �=1+T / �mec

2�.
It is not obviously apparent that �� should be dominated

by the slowing time. However, Fig. 6 shows that this is often
a reasonable approximation. The solid curves in Fig. 6 show
�s, as calculated above, as a function of laser intensity for
both the ponderomotive scaling �upper solid curve� and the
Beg scaling �lower solid curve�. For intensities on the order

of IL=1�1020 W /cm2, the calculated �s= �1–3� ps, de-
pending on the scaling used for the hot-electron temperature.
Higher laser intensities result in longer production times.
Figure 6 also shows the required laser-pulse duration for a
laser with EL=2.5 kJ �characteristic of one beam of
OMEGA EP� and a spot size d0 of either d0=20 �m or d0
=100 �m �red dash-dotted curves�. A subpicosecond laser-
pulse duration, i.e., �L=0.7 ps, d0=70 �m would be suffi-
cient to arrange �L��s by about a factor of two.

In estimating the production time by �s, the time spent by
the hot electrons outside of the target is neglected. It might
appear that this time could be quite considerable since hot
electrons have to travel outward to the location of the ex-
panding ion front and back for every time they transit the full
thickness of the target. An estimate for this “excursion time”
�ex is also shown in Fig. 6 by the dashed curves. The upper
�lower� dashed curve corresponding to the ponderomotive
�Beg� scaling, respectively. The excursion time �ex has been
estimated assuming that the ion-front position xf is given by
the expression derived in Mora et al. for collisionless plasma
expansion into a vacuum �55�, i.e., xf���=2�2e�D0�� log��
+��2+1�−��2−1+1�, where �=�pit /�2e, �pi

=�4
niZ
2e2 /mi, is the ion plasma frequency, �D0

=��hot /4
nhote
2 is the hot-electron Debye length, Z is the

ionization state of the gold ions in the front, and t is time
�55�. The ionization state of the gold is unknown but has
been chosen to be Z=15 in Fig. 6. Assuming, a priori, �ex
��L��s, the excursion time may be approximated by �ex
�nbxf��s� /c. Here nb=c�s / �dopt��hot�+xf��s�� is an approxi-
mation for the number of transits through the foil, where
dopt��hot� is chosen appropriately for each laser intensity
�e.g., see Figs. 3 and 4�. In reality, the number of transits will
be less than computed here �which is typically on the order
of 10� due to the effects of multiple scattering in gold.

Figure 6 shows that for IL=1�1020 W /cm2, the excur-
sion time �ex is calculated to be �ex=0.7 ps �0.13 ps� com-
pared to a slowing time of ��=3.6 ps �1.0 ps� for pondero-
motive �Beg� scalings, respectively. While not entirely
negligible, with the sheath transit time estimated to be be-
tween 10–20 % of the infinite-medium slowing time, it is
sufficient to motivate the ordering of the respective times and
the use of the simple estimate ����s when calculating pro-
duction rates.

Figure 7 shows the pair-production rate Ẏ+,� as a function
of laser intensity, for both the Beg and ponderomotive scal-
ings. For the case of ponderomotive scaling, the production
rate rises rapidly for intensities around IL�1
�1019 W /cm2��hot=0.96 MeV� and reaches a maximum
at �IL�max=1.5�1021 W /cm2��hot=16.4 MeV�. The

maximum-achievable production rate of Ẏ+,�
�1024 s−1 kJ−1 greatly exceeds any known terrestrial source;
indeed, such a high rate is normally encountered only in
astrophysical and cosmological settings �3�.

The maximum in pair-production rate is very broad, with
50% of the maximum value achieved at the moderate inten-
sity of IL=1�1020 W /cm2��hot=3.9 MeV�. This implies
that highly useful experiments can be conducted at IL
� �IL�max and high production rates can be obtained by virtue
of the large available energy EL�5 kJ on currently available
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FIG. 6. �Color online� A comparison of three characteristic
times relevant to the positron production as a function of laser in-
tensity. Time �s �solid curves� is the slowing time, �L �dash-dotted
curves� is the laser-pulse duration, and �ex �dashed curves� is the
time spent by hot electrons in transiting between the target surface
and the sheath field located at the expanding ion front �55�. Two
curves are shown for each �s and �ex, with the upper �lower� curve
corresponding to the ponderomotive �Beg� intensity scalings for the
hot-electron temperature, respectively. The curves for �L show the
laser-pulse duration required to achieve a given intensity for a laser
energy of EL=2.5 kJ and a spot diameter of d0=20 �m �upper
curve� and d0=100 �m �lower curve�.
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systems �OMEGA EP�, and with the practical possibility of
high-intensity short-pulse lasers with EL�100 kJ in the near
future �e.g., the proposed “HiPER” facility �56,57��. The cor-
responding intensities for the Beg scaling are easily obtained
from ponderomotive intensities by making the approximate
transformation �I20�Beg�87.9�I20�pond

3/2 �1−0.35�I20�pond
−1/2

+0.08�I20�pond
−1 −¯�, which is useful for �I20�pond�1. Here,

I20 is the laser intensity IL expressed in units of 1020 W /cm2.

D. Relativistic pair-plasma production

As shown in Fig. 3, the expanding cloud of pair particles
will have a temperature characteristic of the hot electrons
and � rays that created it. Unless confined, the relativistic
electron-positron pairs will expand into the space surround-
ing the target at approximately the speed of light. Absent any
attempt to confine the pairs as they are produced, their den-
sity will be maximimized by maximizing the production rate
as described in the previous section �Sec. III C�.

The dynamics of the expanding pairs can be expected to
be quite complex as the particles are acted on by the large-
scale electric and magnetic fields of the target �37�. Never-
theless, a simple “back-of-the-envelope” estimate is useful in
gauging the likelihood for success �a more detailed study of
this based on the yields and production rates computed here
will form the basis of a future publication�.

The expected plasma parameters are estimated by assum-
ing free isotropic expansion at the speed of light from an
infinitesimal source, starting at time t=0, combined with a

constant source rate Ẏ+,�. This should be considered as the
worst-case scenario as an anisotropic expansion or an expan-
sion in only one-dimensional or two-dimensional would lead
to areas of higher pair density. The approximation of infini-
tesimal source size at t=0 is not serious so long as the radius
of expansion at the time of interest is larger than the charac-
teristic linear dimensions of the source size. This is particu-
larly the case since this is intended as an “order-of-
magnitude” estimate only and provided as motivation for
future studies. On this basis, the positron density n+ at radius
r and time t is

n+�r,t� =
1

4
r2

Ẏ+,�

c
, for c�t − ��� � r � ct , �23�

n+�r,t� = 0, otherwise. �24�

This gives in practical units

n+�r,t� � 0.7

� 1016�0.03 cm

r
	2 Ẏ+,�

1012 kJ−1 ps−1

Ehot

2.5 kJ
cm−3.

�25�

The Coulomb coupling parameter �+=e2 / �a�T+���, where
the ion-sphere radius a= �4
n+ /3�−1/3, expresses the ratio of
Coulomb energy of the particles to their thermal energy. This
parameter is much less than unity �+=5
�10−8�n+ /1016 cm−3�1/3��T+�� /1 MeV�−1�1 because the
particles are tenuous and their temperature is high.
The number of particles in a Debye sphere
ND= �3�+�−3/2 is correspondingly high ND=1.7�1010

�n+ /1016 cm−3�−1/2��T+�� /1 MeV�3/2.
The expanding cloud may appear to be a classical weakly

coupled plasma �58�. For collective excitation
to be supported, however, the cloud size must
exceed the Debye length �D=�4
n+e2 / �T+���7.4
�10−3�n+ /1016 cm−3�−1/2��T+�� /1 MeV�1/2 cm. The ratio
of density scale length Ln= �d log n+ /dr�−1 to the Debye
length, for the expansion given by Eq. �23�, is

Ln

�D
=

1

2
� Ẏ+,�e2

c�T+��

	1/2

. �26�

This ratio is independent of r, assuming that the expansion is
isothermal,

Ln

�D
= 1.7� Ẏ+,�

1012 ps−1 kJ−1	1/2� Ehot

2.5 kJ
	1/2� �T+��

1 MeV
	−1/2

.

�27�

Adiabatic expansion would give a more favorable ratio for
larger radii.

From the above estimate �Eq. �27��, the rate of positron

production Ẏ+,� is probably insufficient to guarantee the pro-
duction of a pair plasma for laser energies of several kJ. The
chances for success can be greatly improved, however, by
limiting the expansion of the cloud.

Confinement of the pairs, such as might be obtained in a
magnetic mirror �10�, is not necessary. Radial confinement
on the order of 100 �m with free expansion in the remain-
ing dimension will lead to a cloud that is several tens of
Debye lengths in size �59� and has many particles in a Debye
sphere; i.e., the cloud will form a classical weakly coupled
plasma. Radial confinement may be obtained in several
ways, e.g., by using one of the OMEGA EP beams to mag-
netize the positron-generation foil using a “magnetic trap”
target �59� or by the application of an externally generated
magnetic field of the type used in the magnetic-inertial fu-
sion electrical discharge system �60�.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� The solid �red� curve shows the opti-

mized pair-production rate per kJ of hot electrons Ẏ+,� / �Ne�hot� as
a function of laser intensity for the ponderomotive scaling. The
dashed �blue� curve shows the same quantity for the Beg intensity
scaling.
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IV. SUMMARY

The yield of electron-positron pairs due to both direct and
indirect processes resulting from the interaction of laser-
accelerated hot electrons with target atoms has been calcu-
lated. Indirect production is the dominant process for practi-
cal target interaction conditions.

Calculation of the indirect yield required two steps. First,
an expression for the hard x-ray spectrum and yield was
obtained �Eqs. �9� and �10��. This was computed in the limit
in which the majority of fast electrons is confined to the
target by space-charge effects �the so-called “refluxing
limit”�. Second, convenient expressions were obtained for
the pair spectrum �Eq. �21�� and pair yield �Eq. �22��. These
are given in terms of the photon spectrum N��k� and an
angle-average effective depth for photons ��L��, which is
dependent on the photon energy and target geometry �Eqs.
�17�–�20��. Predictions of bremsstrahlung yield �Eq. �10��
and spectrum �Eq. �9�� are experimentally verifiable and
might prove useful for other applications.

For a given target thickness, the efficiency of pair creation
�pairs per kJ of hot electrons� was shown to increase with the
temperature �hot of the laser-excited electrons, with maxi-
mum production efficiency obtained at a hot-electron tem-
perature of �hot=50 MeV. Energetic efficiencies of �1.6
�10−4 are shown to be achievable at �hot=2 MeV. The
corresponding laser intensity for optimal yield could optimis-
tically be as low as IL�1022 W /cm2.

The optimal useful yield is limited by the range of the
pairs in the target material. It has been maximized by match-
ing the target thickness to the expected penetration distance
of the pairs as a function of laser intensity and �hot scaling
�see Fig. 5�. It was demonstrated that a yield of Y+,�=5

�1011 pairs might be generated on OMEGA EP provided
that the hot-electron temperature is consistent with the pon-
deromotive scaling. More unfavorable yields are obtained
with Beg scaling.

Pair-production rates were calculated based on a produc-
tion time equal to the hot-electron slowing time �s and have

a very broad maximum of Ẏ+,�=1�1024 s−1 kJ−1 obtained at
IL=1.5�1021 W /cm2 ��hot=16.4 MeV�, which is a signifi-
cantly lower �hot than that required for maximizing the
yield. The rate displays little sensitivity to the hot-electron
temperature over a wide range. This implies that as far as
production rates are concerned, increasing laser intensities
above the currently attainable levels is less important than
increasing available laser energy, which does not rely on fur-
ther technological advances.

An estimate of plasma parameters, assuming free expan-
sion of the pairs into the vacuum, indicates that current kJ-
class high-intensity lasers may come close to producing a
pair plasma with a physical size similar to—or slightly
smaller than—the Debye length. A successful demonstration
will probably require efforts to confine or limit the expansion
of the expanding pairs. Possible confinement schemes, such
as externally applied magnetic fields, are suggested. The
yields, production rates, and energy spectra that have been
computed in this paper are intended to be used in future
particle-in-cell �PIC� or implicit-hybrid PIC calculations of
the dynamics of expansion and pair-plasma production.
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